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81. INTRODUCX’ION 
THE PROBLEM referred to in the title was raised by Whitehead in [14], and has become 
widely known as “Whitehead’s Conjecture”. Strictly speaking, it is not a conjecture, since 
Whitehead only stated it in the form of a question, but it is convenient for the purposes 
of this paper to treat it as a conjecture. 
CONJECTURE 1(Whitehead). Let L be an aspherical 2-complex and let K be a subcomplex 
of L. Then K is aspherical. 
The object of this paper is to reduce Conjecture 1 to two special cases-one essentially 
finite and the other essentially infinite. The finite case turns out to be closely related to 
the problem of the asphericity of the complements of ribbon discs, in the sense of [2], or 
(equivalently) of the complements of ribbon concordances, in the sense of [5]. 
Explicitly, the main result is as follows. 
THEOREM 3.4. If Conjecture 1 is false, then there exists a counterexample K c L 
satisfying one of the following sets of conditions: 
(a) L is finite and contractible, and K = L - e for some 2-cell e of L; 
(b) L is the union of an injinite ascending chain of finite nonaspherical subcomplexes 
K = K, c K, c ’ . ’ such that each inclusion map Ki+Ki,, is nullhomotopic. 
Thus the study of Conjecture 1 reduces to a search for a counterexample of type (a) 
or of type (b), or for a proof that no such counterexample xists. 
Note that a weaker form of Theorem 3.4, obtained by removing the words “and 
contractible” from (a), is elementary and well-known. The force of Theorem 3.4 is thus 
to restrict the finite counter-examples which need be considered to those of type (a). 
It is known[7] that, in any counterexample K c L to Conjecture 1, the kernel of the 
inclusion-induced map x,K+II,L has a nontrivial, finitely generated, perfect subgroup. In 
particular Conjecture 1 would follow from the following stronger Conjecture. 
CONJECTURE 2. Let L be a contractible 2-complex, and let K be a subcomplex of L. Then 
rc,K is locally indicable. 
(A group is called locally indicable if every nontrivial, finitely generated subgroup 
admits an infinite cyclic homomorphic image.) 
A result analogous to Theorem 3.4 holds for Conjecture 2. Indeed if Conjecture 1 is 
false. then Theorem 3.4 yields a counterexample to Conjecture 1 (and so also to Conjecture 
2) of type (a) or of type (b). If Conjecture 1 is true, however, then this can be strengthened 
in that type (b) cannot occur. 
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THEOREM 3.5. If Conjecture 1 is true but Conjecture 2 is false, then there exists a 
counterexample K +L to Conjecture 2 such that L is finite and K = L - e for some 2-cell 
eofL. 
Thus, if Conjecture 1 is true, then Conjecture 2 is equivalent to the purely group- 
theoretical conjecture that every finitely presented group of weight 1 and deficiency 1 is 
locally indicable. 
The proofs of these results are given in $3 below. The main technique used is a slight 
sharpening of the tower method developed in [8], the details of which are given in $2 below. 
There is a strong connection between the class of 2-complexes obtainable by removing 
a single 2-cell from a finite contractible 2-complex (such as appear in possibility (a) of 
Theorem 3.4 and in Theorem 3.5), and certain 4-manifolds. Particularly interesting 
4-manifolds which arise in this way are the complements of ribbon 2-discs in D4, in the 
sense of [2], and the complements of ribbon concordances in S3 x Z, in the sense of [5]. 
It seems to be an open question whether such spaces are aspherical. A false proof of the 
asphericity of ribbon 2-disc complements appears in [ 151; and a false proof of the 
asphericity of ribbon n-disc complements for n > 3 (which are homotopy equivalent to 
ribbon 2-disc complements) appears in [2]. A further false proof of the asphericity of these 
spaces is implicit in [6]. 
The precise way in which ribbon disc complements arise is as follows. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let L be a finite 2-complex which can be 3-deformed to a point, let e be 
a 2-ceil of L and let K = L - e. Then K can be 3-deformed to a 2-dimensional spine of a 
ribbon 2-disc complement. 
In particular, if the Andrews-Curtis Conjecture[l] is true, then any 2-complex of the 
form K = L - e, where L is a finite contractible 2-complex and e a 2-cell of L, has the 
simple homotopy type of a ribbon disc complement. I do not know whether it is true in 
general that any such 2-complex K has the homotopy type of a ribbon disc complement, 
irrespectively of whether or not L can be 3-deformed to a point. The latter condition seems 
somewhat artificial, and it is natural to ask if it can be avoided. It arises because it is fairly 
easy to keep track of K under 3-dimensional deformations of L, but not under 
4-dimensional deformations. 
It does not seem to be so easy to deal with possibility (b) in Theorem 3.4. M. Dyer 
(private communication) has considered the possibility of constructing such a counter- 
example, but such a construction would seem to be extremely difficult to achieve. On the 
other hand, it appears equally difficult to completely rule out the possible existence of such 
counterexamples. 
The author is grateful to the Science and Engineering Research Council for financial 
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its hospitality. He is also grateful to the referee for several valuable comments and 
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32. PRELIMINARIES 
A 2-complex will be called subasphericaf if it can be embedded as a subcomplex in some 
aspherical 2-complex, and any such embedding will be called an aspherical embedding. 
Thus Conjecture 1 says that every subaspherical 2-complex is aspherical. 
Recall [8] that a map g : K+ L between C W-complexes is called a rower if it can be 
expressed as a composite of inclusion maps and covering projections. If the inclusions can 
all be chosen to belong to some class 4 and the coverings to some class & then g is an 
(,4, B)-tower. In practice, the class 4 will always be the class of all inclusions of finite 
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subcomplexes, denoted c. An (A, @)-tower lifting of a map f from 
CW-complex L is a commutative diagram 
K 
477 
a space X to a 
in which g is an (A, &)-tower. The lifting is maximal if the only (,4, B)-tower lifting ofr 
is the trivial one 
X- K. 
/ 
The existence of maximal tower liftings was proved in [8] under certain restrictions, one 
of which is that the map f be a combinatorial map between CW-complexes (that is, each 
cell of X is mapped homeomorphically onto a cell of L). For the purpose of this paper 
it is convenient to extend the above result to the class of transuerse maps, in the sense of 
Buoncristiano, Rourke and Sanderson[3]. If M is a (P.L.) manifold and L a CW-complex, 
then a mapf: M-L is transverse if, for every i-cell e of L, the closure T, off-‘(e) in M 
is a submanifold of the form N x D’ of M (where N is a properly embedded submanifold 
of codimension i), and the restriction off to T, is h, 0 p, where p: N x D’+D’ is the 
projection and h,: D’+L is the characteristic map of e. A map K+L between CW- 
complexes is transverse if it restricts to a transverse map on every open cell of K. A 
CW-complex is transverse, or a TCW-complex, if the attaching map of every cell is 
transverse. Every CW-complex is homotopy equivalent to a TCW-complex, and every 
map between TCW-complexes is homotopic to a transverse map, so we may as well restrict 
our attention to the category TCW of TCW-complexes and transverse maps (for details 
see [3], Chapter VII). 
Let f: M + L be a transverse map, where L is a TCW-complex and M is either a 
TC W-complex or a P. L. manifold. By a combincrtorial model for f we mean a commutative 
triangle 
K 
11 
r\ 
f2 
M-L 
in TCW, where fi is a combinatorial map. A combinatorial model for f will be called 
unitlersal if it is an initial object in the category of all combinatorial models for f (whose 
morphisms are the obvious commutative “tetrahedra”). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let fi M +L be a transverse map as above, then f has a universal 
combinatorial model, which is unique up to unique isomorphism. 
Proof (Sketch). Construct a TCW-complex K as follows. The set of i-cells of K is in 
l-1 correspondence with the set of path-components off -‘(L(‘) - L(‘-I)). If X is such a 
path-component, corresponding to an i-cefl e’ of K, then f(X) Iies in some path-component 
of L”’ - L”-I), that is some i-cell e of L. Define f,: X-+Int D’ z e’ to be the restriction of 
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the projection map p: T, +D’ which appears in the definition of transverse map; and define 
J(e’) = e. Now argue by induction on the skeleta of K to show that there is a unique way 
of fitting the cells e’ together to form a TCW-complex K and a transverse mapf;: M-K; 
and a unique collection of homeomorphisms fi: e' +e which fit together to form a 
combinatorial map f?: K+L such that f =f2 :f,. 
Similarly, if 
K’ 
1; 
/\ 
f2 
M-L 
is another combinatorial model for f, there is only one way to construct a map g: K-K’ 
such that g ofi =f; and f; 3 g =fi; for each cell e’ of K, corresponding to a path- 
component X off -l(e), we must define g(e’) to be the unique i-cell of K’ containing f;(X). 
and another argument by skeletal induction shows that this can be done consistently to 
produce the desired (combinatorial) map g. 
Finally, uniqueness up to unique isomorphism is proved in the standard way, 
COROLLARY 2.2 Let 4 be any class of inclusion maps containing F, and let 0 be any class 
of coverings. Let f: M --+ L be a transverse map, where L is a TC W-complex and M is either 
a finite TCW-complex or a compact P.L. manifold. Then f admits a maximal (A, B)-tower 
hyting. 
Proof. By the Proposition, and by [8], Lemma 3.1, there is a commutative diagram 
in which the left hand triangle is a universal combinatorial model for f and the right hand 
triangle is a maximal (A, B)-tower lifting off,. (The latter exists because K is finite, which 
follows from the compactness of M and the universal property.) Clearly f = f; 3 f, is a 
tower lifting off, and the universal property ensures that it is maximal. 
Higher dimensional ribbon knots have been studied by various authors (see [2] for 
references). An n-knot S”+S “+’ is ribbon (n 2 1) if it bounds an immersed (n + I)-ball 
B, whose only singularities are double n-balls, each having a neighbourhood N 1 R”+2 
such that N n B is the union of the plane x”+~ = 0 and the cylinder x,, , = 0, 
x12 + . . . + x,* < 1. Equivalently, a ribbon n-knot is one formed from the trivial link (of 
k components, say) by adding (k - 1) l-handles along disjoint arcs or bands to join the 
components (in other words, a band-connected sum of k trivial knots). 
Similarly, a ribbon n-disc[2] is a band-connected sum of unknotted n-discs in Dn+2 
(n 2 2), where each band intersects S”+’ m a band. Hence the boundary of a ribbon n-disc 
is a ribbon (n - I)-knot, and conversely every ribbon n-knot bounds a ribbon (n + I)-disc. 
Also, a ribbon n-disc D forms part of the boundary of an immersed (n + I)-ball B with 
only simple singularities of the type described above, with 3B - Int D a nicely immersed 
n-ball in S”+’ bounded by the ribbon (n - I)-knot dD. 
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53. MAIN RESULTS 
LEMMA 3.1. Let D be either a finite, simply connected TCW-complex or a compact, 
simply connected P.L. manifold, let L be an aspherical 2-complex and let f: D +L be a 
transverse map. Then there exists a tower lifting 
off such that K is$nite subaspherical, and any aspherical embedding of K is nullhomotopic. 
Remark. The conclusion of Lemma 3.1 implies that K can be embedded in a 
contractible 2-complex, for any aspherical embedding K-+K’ lifts to the universal cover 
of K’. 
Proof Let 8 denote the class of coverings 8+X such that 8 is subaspherical. Then 
by Corollary 2.2 there is a maximal (E, S)-tower lifting 
off. If the tower g is just an embedding, then K is subaspherical since L is aspherical. 
Otherwise K is subaspherical by definition of 8. That K is finite follows from the 
maximality of the lifting, since D is compact. 
Now let K+A be any aspherical embedding of K. The mapf’: DdK+A lifts to a map 
f: D -2, where A’ is the universal cover of A, since D is simply connected. Let K’ denote 
the component of the induced cover of K which containsy(D). Then K’ is subaspherical, 
so 
K’ 
/ /I 
D-K 
f 
is an (f, $)-tower lifting off’. Sincef’ is a maximal (F, S)-tower lifting off, it follows that 
K’-+K is an isomorphism, and hence that K-A is nullhomotopic. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let K be a connected subcomplex of a connected 2-complex L, such that 
H,(L. K) = 0. Then there exists a 2-complex L’, containing K and homotopy equivalent rel 
K to L, and a 2-cell e of L’ - K, such that n,K+n,(L -e) is injective. Furthermore, if L 
is finite, then L’ ma?’ be chosen to be finite also. 
Proof: Let r, (i E Z) denote the classes in G = n,(K u L”‘) of the attaching maps of the 
2-cells of L - K, and let si (i EZ) be their images in the free group 
F = n,((K u L”‘)!K) z q(L”‘/K”‘). Then the condition H,(L/K) z H2(L, K) = 0 means 
that the s, are linearly independent mod [F, F]. so by [12], Theorem 6.5, they form a basis 
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for a free subgroup of F. Hence the r, form a basis for a free subgroup F, of G. The elements 
t-: also form a basis for a free subgroup F, of F,. 
Form L, from L by an elementary expansion in dimension 2. Then 
rr,(K u L,“‘) z G * (t), w h ere t is the class of the l-cell of L, - L. Using homotopies over 
the 2-cell e of L, - L, we can replace each 2-cell of L - K by a 2-cell with attaching map 
in the class r: = r,2tr,-‘t -’ E G * (t ), to obtain a 2-complex L’ homotopy equivalent (rel K) 
to L, (and so also to L). Clearly, if L is finite, then so is L’, as required. 
Finally, the form of the elements r: gives rise to a presentation of n,(L’ -e) as an 
HNN-extension of G, with stable letter f and associated subgroups F, and Fz. It follows 
that z,K-+z,(K u L(l)) = G +c,(L - e) is injective, as required. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let K be a connected, non-simply connected subcomplex of an acyclic 
2-complex L. Then there exists a 2-complex L’, containing K and homotopy equivalent rel 
K to L, and a 2-cell e in L’ - K, such that n,K+n,(L’- e) is nontrivial. Furthermore, tf 
L is$nite, then L’ may be chosen to beJinite also. 
Proof If H,(L, K) = 0, then we may apply Lemma 3.2 to obtain the desired result. 
Suppose then that H,(L, K) # 0, and set L’ = L. Let ei (i E I) be the 2-cells in L - K. Since 
L is acyclic, there is a commutative diagram 
H,(K) 2 H,(L, K) - CAL, K) 
I I I 
z 
2 H,(L - e,)- ” 2 HAL, L - eJ T 2 CAL, L - e,) 
where C,( - , - ) denotes the second relative cellular chain group, and the vertical maps 
are induced from the various inclusions K-+(L - eJ. Since H,(K) 2 H,(L, K) # 0, at least 
one of the maps H,(K)+H,(L - ei) is nonzero, so the corresponding map z,K-+(L - e,) 
is nontrivial. 
THEOREM 3.4. Zf Conjecture 1 is false, then there exists a counterexample K c L 
satisfying one of the following sets of conditions: 
(a) L is finite and contractible, and K = L - e for some 2-cell e of L; 
(b) L is the union of an injkite ascending chain of finite nonaspherical subcomplexes 
K = K0 c K, c ’ ’ ’ such that each inclusion map Ki-+Ki.+ I is nullhomotopic. 
Proof. Suppose L” is an aspherical 2-complex and.K” is a nonaspherical subcomplex. 
Then there is a transverse map f: S2 +K” which represents a nonzero element of z2Kr’. 
Applying Lemma 3.1 to the composite map f: S*+K”+L”, we obtain a finite sub- 
aspherical 2-complex K’ such that any aspherical embedding of K’ is nullhomotopic. 
Furthermore, the map f: S’+K” factors through K’, which must therefore be non- 
aspherical. 
By the remark following Lemma 3.1, it follows that K’ can be embedded in a 
contractible 2-complex. Suppose first that K’ can be embedded in a finite contractible 
2-complex, L’ say. Then by Lemma 3.3 we can embed K’ in a finite 2-complex L, 
homotopy equivalent rel K’ to L’ (and so in particular contractible), and containing a 
2-cell e in L - K’ such that K’+(L - e) is not nullhomotopic. From our construction of 
K’, the embedding K’-+ L - e cannot be an aspherical embedding, that is L - e is not 
aspherical, so conditions (a) of the theorem are satisfied if we set K = L -e. 
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Now suppose that K’ cannot be embedded into anyfinite contractible 2-complex. Set 
K = K, = K’, and choose an aspherical embedding K-L, of K. By hypothesis this is 
nullhomotopic, and so can be extended to a map f: CK +L,, where CK denotes the cone 
on K. We may suppose that f is transverse, and restricts to the given embedding on K. 
Lemma 3.1 now gives a tower lifting 
CK- L, 
off, where K, is finite subaspherical, and any aspherical embedding of K, is nullhomotopic. 
Since f restricts to an injection on K, so doesf’, that isf’ embeds K as a (nullhomotopic) 
subcomplex of K,. Note that K, cannot be embedded in a finite contractible 2-complex, 
for then so also could K. In particular K, cannot be aspherical, for then the identity map 
on K, would be an aspherical embedding, and so nullhomotopic, that is K, itself would 
be finite contractible. 
We may now repeat the above argument, replacing K by K,, and obtain a null 
homotopic embedding K, + K,, etc. In this way we can build up an infinite ascending chain 
K=K,cK,c- . . such that each K, is nonaspherical, and nullhomotopic in the next. Thus 
L and the chain K,, c K, c . . ’ satisfy conditions (b) of the theorem. 
THEOREM 3.5. If Conjecture 1 is true but Conjecture 2 is false, then there exists a 
counterexample K c L to Conjecture 2 such that L is$nite and K = L - e for some 2-cell 
eofL. 
Proof. Since Conjecture 2 is false, there exists a contractible 2-complex LO and a 
subcomplex K, such that rc,& is not locally indicable. By [9], Lemma 4.1 there exists a 
tower map g: J?-+K,, such that R is finite, H’(R) = 0, and g*(rc$) # 1 in n,K,,. Since LO 
is contractible, we may extend g to a map g’: CR-&,, where Ck denotes the cone on ??, 
and we may assume that g’ is transverse. Now apply Lemma 3.1 to get a tower lifting 
L, 
gl /I 4 
CK-L, 
g’ 
of g’ such that L, is finite subaspherical, and every aspherical embedding of L, is 
nullhomotopic. Note that L, is aspherical by Conjecture 1, and hence contractible. 
Let K, = g,(R) c L,. Then (g,),(x,R) # 1 in qK1, since g*(rc,R) # 1 in lr,&. In 
particular n,K, is not locally indicable. Now by Lemma 3.3 we can embed KI in a finite 
contractible 2-complex L;, containing a 2-cell e, in L; - K,, such that K,-+ L; - e, is not 
nullhomotopic. If x,(L; - e,) is not locally indicable, then we can set K = L; - e,, L = L; 
and e = e, to obtain the result. 
Suppose then that x,(L; -e,) is locally indicable. Then the composite map 
x,R-rx,K,+n,(L; - ei) is trivial. Now L; -e, is aspherical, by Conjecture 1 (or by [7], 
Corollary to Theorem A). and hence the map R+L; - e, is nullhomotopic, so extends to 
a transverse map g;: CR+L; - e,. Applying Lemma 3.1 once more, we obtain a tower 
482 
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of g; with Lz finite contractible (again using Conjecture 1). Define Kz = g,(R) c Lz. Since 
Lz is contractible, and K,+ L; - e, is not nullhomotopic, the restriction of hz to Kz is a 
proper surjection K,+K,. In particular K2 has strictly more cells than K,. Repeating the 
above argument. with K, replaced by Kz, either we may embed Kz in a finite contractible 
2-complex L; such that x,(L j - ez) is not locally indicable for some 2-cell ez of L; - K?, 
or we may lift g,: K+K, over a proper surjective tower h,: K3-*Kz, and so on. Since each 
K, is a combinatorial image of the finite 2-complex e, the possible number of cells in any 
K, has a uniform upper bound, and hence this process must terminate after finitely many 
steps. That is, there exists an integer n such that n,(LA - e,) is not locally indicable. Now 
set K = Li - e,, L = LL and e = e, to obtain the result. 
54. RIBBON DISC COMPLEMENTS 
Now let us consider possibility (a) in Theorem 3.4. Thus suppose L is a finite 
contractible 2-complex and K = L - e for some 2-cell e of L. Is K necessarily aspherical? 
Examples of 2-complexes of this form are obtained by taking spines for the exterior of 
knots in S3, and indeed Whitehead’s original motivation for his question seems to have 
been as a way of proving the asphericity of knot complements. However Papa- 
kyriakopoulos proved this directly using his Sphere Theorem[lO] (and hence also proved 
the asphericity of a large class of 2-complexes of the type we are interested in). In general, 
unfortunately, 2-complexes are more complicated than 3-manifolds. However, it is possible 
to find a 4-manifold of a fairly simple kind which is homotopy equivalent to K = L - e. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let L be a finite contractible 2-complex, let e be a 2-cell of L and let 
K = L - e. Then there is a compact, contractible 4-manifold A4 and a properly embedded 
2-disc D in M, such that M - D is homotopy equivalent to K, 
Proof. The cell structure of L provides a model for a handle decomposition of a 
4-manifold M containing L as a subcomplex under some subdivision, and collapsing onto 
L. In particular M is compact and contractible. If h is the handle corresponding to e, then 
h is a tubular neighbourhood of a properly embedded 2-disc D in M, namely the core of 
h (see, e.g. [1 I], p. 74). Clearly M - D retracts onto M - h, which then collapses onto 
L-e=K. 
The recently proved 4-dimensional Poincare Conjecture[4] shows that the double of M 
is homeomorphic to S4, so the double of D is a (topological) 2-knot. There is, however, 
very little we can say about the manifold M itself, at least in the general case. If we assume 
that L can be 3-deformed to a point (in particular, if we assume the Andrews-Curtis 
Conjecture) then we can take M to be the 4-disc D4, and the embedded 2-disc D to be 
of a special form, namely a ribbon 2-disc. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let L be a finite 2-complex which can be 3-deformed to a point, let e be 
a 2-cell of L and let K = L - e. Then K can be 3-deformed to a 2-dimensional spine of a 
ribbon 2-disc complement. 
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Proof. If L can be 3-deformed to a point, then so can L/T, where T is a maximal tree 
in the l-skeleton L”‘. Hence there is no loss of generality in assuming that L contains only 
one O-cell, that is it is the geometric realisation of a presentation 
p: (a,, . . . , a,Ir,, .. . , r,). 
of the trivia1 group, necessarily balanced. Moreover, we may also assume that K is the 
geometric realisation of the subpresentation 
[‘: (a,, . . . , a$-,, . . . , r,_ I). 
Now deformations of dimensions 3 and less can be realised as sequences of operations 
on presentations of the following types (see for example [13]). 
Expansion. Add a new generator a and a new relator wa, where w is a word in the 
existing generators. 
Contraction. The opposite of expansion, if such is possible. 
Replucemenf. Replace a relator r by another relator r’, where r’ is equivalent to r or 
r --I module the remaining relators. 
Furthermore, any such sequence can be arranged so that the expansions all come first, 
followed by all the replacements, and then finally all the contractions. 
Clearly if [ is transformed to a presentation p, by a sequence of expansions, then the 
same sequence of expansions transforms p’ to the subpresentation of [, obtained by 
omitting the relator r,. Hence we may as well assume that p can be transformed to the 
empty presentation by a sequence of replacements followed by a sequence of contractions. 
Now a contraction operation on a presentation of the trivial group involving the removal 
of a generator a and a relator wa with u’ a word in the remaining generators, can be 
performed in two steps. First replace wa by a, since wa is necessarily equivalent o a modulo 
the remaining relators, and second remove the generator a and the relator CI. Thus, after 
once more rearranging the operations, we may assume that a sequence of replacement 
operations only transforms p to a presentation of the form 
(a,, . . ,4&z,, . . . ? 6). 
An expansion operation transforms <’ to 
Q: (~1, . .. , a,, fIrI, . . . , r,_,, r,r), 
a presentation whose relators are equivalent to those of p modulo the normal closure of 
t. It is clear that any replacement operation p HP, can be mirrored by a replacement 
operation Q HQ, such that th e relators of Q, are equivalent to those of p, modulo the 
normal closure -of t. Repeating this argument, we obtain a sequence of replacement 
operations transforming Q to a presentation 
Q’: (a,, . . . , a,, tls,, . . . , SJ 
in which each S, is equivalent module the normal closure of t to a,. This is a presentation 
of type S in the sense of [2]. 
Write s, in the form a,(‘$,, - ’ . td”’ . M.,) (wk- ’ . rdtk) . w.~), where the 113, are words in the 
a,. Now apply k expansions to introduce generators b,, . . . , b, and relators b,-’ . M;-’ I w, 
(j=l.... . k). Next apply a replacement o replace s, by s; = a, . b,““‘. . . . . b,“(@, and then 
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further replacements, using s;, to replace a, by bk-‘(k). . b, -4’) wherever it occurs in a 
relator other than s;. Finally apply a contraction to remove the generator a, and the relator 
s;. Repeating this process, we eventually arrive at a presentation of the form 
Q”: (b,, . , b,v, rib,-’ . q-’ . t . c,, . . , b,\,-’ L+~-’ t c.J 
in which the vi are words in the generators. Now the procedure of [2] shows how to 
construct a ribbon disc whose complement has the geometric realisation of such a 
presentation as a spine. Roughly, one begins with N + 1 unknotted, unlinked 2-discs in 
D4, labelled b,, . . . , bN, t, and one forms a ribbon disc by joining them along bands 8, in 
S3, the band pi joining the discs labelled b, and t, and belonging to the homotopy class 
represented by vi. 
Remarks (1). If D is a ribbon 2-disc in D4, then D x Zk is a ribbon (k + 2)-disc in 
Dk+4 z D4 x Ik. Conversely any ribbon (k + 2)-disc in D k+4 is of this type[2]. Thus in the 
study of ribbon disc complements there is no loss of generality in restricting attention to 
dimension 2. 
(2) The complement in S3 x I of any ribbon concordance between two knots in S3 (in 
the sense of [5]) has a spine which is the geometric realisation of a presentation of the type 
of Q” in the proof of Theorem 4.2, and hence is homotopy equivalent to a ribbon disc 
complement. Conversely, if D is a ribbon disc in D4, and B is a small open neighbourhood 
in D4 of an interior point of D, then D - (D fl B) is a ribbon concordance in D4 - B from 
the ribbon knot dD in S3 to the unknot D n aB, and the ribbon disc complement D4 - D 
is homotopy equivalent o the ribbon concordance complement (D4 - B) - (D - (D fl B)). 
Let us note the connection between Conjecture 1 and two further conjectures. 
CONJECTURE 3 (Andrews and Curtis[l]). Any jinite contractible 2-complex can be 
3-deformed to a point. 
CONJECTURE 4. Ribbon disc complements are aspherical. 
COROLLARY 4.3. If there are no counterexamples of type (a) to Conjecture 1, then 
Conjecture 4 is true. Conversely, if Conjectures 3 and 4 are true, then there are no 
counterexamples of type (a) to Conjecture 1. 
Question. If K is obtained by omitting a 2-cell from a finite contractible 2-complex, 
does K have the homotopy type of a ribbon disc complement? 
Finally, note that the proofs of Conjecture 4 given in [15] (for ribbon 2-discs) and [2] 
(for ribbon d-discs, d > 3) are incomplete: Lemma 3.2 of [15] omits the possibility of arcs 
joining rcn to T(J) for i #j, and no proof of Proposition 3.2 of [2] seems to exist. Conjecture 
4 would also follow from [6], Proposition 5, which deals with a class of 2-complexes which 
includes the geometric realisation of any presentation of the type of Q” in the proof of 
Theorem 5.2. However, this result is invalidated by an error in the proof of [6], Lemma 
1. 
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